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1. PURPOSEThe purpose of this policy is to provide an avenue through which ACIPC directors, members, andvolunteers can resolve conflicts, disputes, complaints or grievances (“issues”). This policy isdesigned to set out the process for resolution of issues involving any ACIPC member, ExecutiveCouncil members &/or Executive Council decisions that are unable to be resolved throughrespectful debate in Executive Council meetings. This policy applies to all directors, contractors,employees, clients, volunteers, members and Committees and Councils.
2. BACKGROUNDACIPC has been established as a company that functions using a combination of remuneratedpositions (contractors, and some designated committee positions) as well as a voluntary servicecapacity.
3. SCOPE3.1 This policy applies to, and is binding on, all members and people employed by or representingthe college in any capacity; including volunteers, employees, contractors and consultants(hereafter called ‘members and staff’) who are employed by, or undertake activities on behalfof the College.3.2 The exceptions are: Nil
4. OBJECTIVESThe ACIPC Executive Council is committed to reaching a speedy and just resolution of any issuesthat may arise and that may threaten the harmonious functioning of the EC &/or the College.Through open communication and proactive feedback, the College encourages its members andstaff to amicably resolve any issues or concerns that they may have at the earliest opportunity witheach other, without the requirement to refer to external organizations or authorities for assistanceor mediation.
5. DEFINITIONSCollege or The College: Australasian College for Infection Prevention and Control (ACIPC).EC: Executive Council.Issues: The term ‘issues’ is used throughout this document as an inclusive termreferring to conflicts, disputes, complaints or grievances
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Members and Staff: Inclusive term including volunteers, employees, contractors andconsultants.
6. LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORKNot applicable
7. POLICY STATEMENTThe EC shall nominate a representative from the College as the first point of contact for membersor staff seeking to lodge issues including disputes, grievances &/or complaints. The contact pointfor lodging issues will be available as a link on the college website.The College encourages all members and staff to raise any issues or concerns that they may have atthe earliest opportunity. It is important that issues are identified and dealt with in a fair andtimely manner.While some conflicts will be resolved by an informal discussion between the parties, others willneed a process for successful resolution.If the conflict cannot be resolved to the satisfaction of both parties through informal processes,then mediation or a formal complaint’s process may be necessary. ACIPC directors and volunteersare informed of this process as part of their induction.No person will be intimidated or unfairly treated in any respect if they utilise this Policy to raise&/or seek to resolve an issue.   College members and staff should feel comfortable raising anddiscussing issues with the EC in accordance with the procedures outlined below.Principles to be followed:Respect for another’s point of view;Commitment to resolving the issue;Willingness to compromise;Confidentiality;Impartiality;Respect;Prompt action;Freedom from repercussions;Identifying the causes of the conflict; andInstituting changes to College procedures to reduce the risk of reoccurrence.7.1. Procedure:All formal avenues  for handling of issues will be fully documented and the  wishes  of theindividual/s raising the issue will be taken into account in determining the appropriate stepsand actions. Issues and general complaints not involving an individual or specific EC decisions,are managed by:7.1.1. Sending an email in the first instance to the ACIPC Operations Manager,opsmanager@acipc.org.au. You can   also call to speak confidentially with theOperations Manager on 0407 899 250.
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In special circumstances the Operations Manager may decide to accept a formalcomplaint without requiring it to be made in writing, but this will need to be discussedat the time of the call. A formal complaint should include sufficient detail for it to beassessed and all relevant information should be lodged at the time of submitting thecomplaint. [Refer to Issue Complaint Form]The ACIPC Operations Manager will explain the general process, including advisingwhat should be included in a formal complaint, what information the College will ormay need, what steps the College are likely to take in the process and relevanttimeframes in relation to the review of any formal complaint.The College may also, as part of that process, identify other pathways which areavailable to help resolve any issue or concern before a formal complaint is lodged.The Procedure to manage issues and conflicts related to an individual member/s; and orspecific EC decisions:7.1.2. Members and staff who consider that they have a dispute or grievance should attemptto resolve the matter by informal discussion between the two parties. The two partiesshould discuss the matter openly to define and clarify the issue at hand so that allparties understand the issue of concern; and work together to achieve a mutuallyagreeable resolution.When the dispute is not resolved by informal discussion:7.1.3. Either party may commence the complaints and appeals process by notifying theOperations Manager (the nominated EC representative) of the issue in writing. Theoperations manager will arrange a meeting to consult the individuals and investigatethe matter within 14 days after the issue comes to the attention of  all parties. Ifpossible the matter may be resolved at this point.7.1.4. The President may be contacted if the operations manager is a party in the issue and analternative nominated representative will be appointed.7.1.5. The nominated EC representative is authorized to use their discretion to bring thematter to the attention of the EC as appropriate.7.1.6. The parties to the issue must, in good faith, attempt to settle the issue at the earliestopportunity with each   other,   without the requirement to refer to externalorganisations or authorities for assistance or mediation.7.1.7. If the issue remains unresolved after the initial meeting, or if a party fails to attend thatmeeting, then the parties must, within 10 working days, hold a meeting with thesupport of, and in the presence of a mediator.7.1.8. The mediation process must be confidential and without prejudice. The mediator:a. Must be a person chosen by agreement between the parties; who is alsoapproved by the EC or EMT; orb. in the absence of agreement, a person appointed by the EC or EMT.c. must not be biased, or reasonably be perceived to be biased; andd. must not have a personal interest in the issuee. may be a member or former member of the College.
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7.1.9. The mediator helps the parties clarify the disputed issues and identify possible optionsbut does not impose a decision. The mediator will act as an independent witness duringthe discussions and ensure the steps outlined below are followed.The parties to the dispute must, in good faith, attempt to settle the dispute bymediation.The mediator, in conducting the mediation, will –• Outline the process that is to be followed and establish the role of each person• Inform the parties that the process is confidential and without prejudice.• Give the parties every opportunity to be heard and ensure that natural justice isaccorded to the parties to the dispute throughout the mediation process.• Listen and diagnose the problem.• Make an accurate record of all conversations (including dates, people involved)and attach any supporting documentation to be included in the complaintsregister file.• If deemed necessary, provide the parties with a written summary of themeeting and clarification of the next steps to be taken in the agreed resolutionprocess.7.1.10.  Conflict remains unresolved following mediation:If the mediation process does not result in the dispute being resolved, the parties mayseek to resolve the dispute otherwise through discussion with the EC or at law. In thefirst instance, the matter will be referred to the EC for formal intervention and action.
8. RESPONSIBILITIESThe Executive Council has ultimate responsibility for ensuring that College members and staff areaware  of this policy. Issues must, at all times, be handled respectfully, confidentially and inaccordance with natural justice. Usage of electronic media must conform to this policy.
9. RELEVANT DOCUMENTS AND REFERENCESComplaints Register;G5 Code of Conduct;References:Constitution & Corporations Act.Acknowledgement: Wyndham Community and Education Centre Inc.; University of NewcastleAustraliahttp://www.effectivegovernance.com.au/http://www.communitydirectors.com.au/icda/policybank/
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Conflict Resolution Procedure Flow Chart
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ISSUE COMPLAINT FORM
Contact Details
Are you lodging this complaint on behalf of someone else? No – complete section A only. Yes - complete sections A and B.

Section A (Your Details) Section BTitle: Surname: Title: Surname:Given name/s: Given name/s:Street or PO Box: Street or PO Box:Suburb: Postcode: Suburb: Postcode:Tel (w): Tel (h): Tel (w): Tel(h):Mobile: Mobile:Email: Email:
member of the community
 ACIPC member member of the community

 ACIPC member
Note: If you are lodging this complaint on behalf of someone else, ACIPC may have to seek authority to act from the person you
have named in section B. And, whilst you may submit a complaint without all the contact details above, or even anonymously, the
ability of ACIPC to consider and respond to your complaint may be limited.

Tell us about your complaint Provide a summary of the complaint. Include details such as the location, date, time,
names of any people or areas of ACIPC policies/procedures/governance involved. Attach any evidence or documentation to
support the complaint.

Tell us about any steps you have taken to resolve the matter Provide any information as to people
already spoken to about the matter and what the outcome of those discussions were.

What outcome are you seeking It is important for ACIPC to know not only about what has happened, but what
you are hoping will be the outcome(s) of making this complaint.
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DeclarationsI understand that in making this complaint that:I have read the ACIPC Policy G4 regarding complaints and how to make themmy complaint will be acknowledged and that ACIPC will first make a decision about theeligibility of my complaint, the process for managing my complaint and assign it to thedesignated ACIPC Complaints Resolution member; andthe information I provide will be treated confidentially and will not be disclosed to athird party unless required for the management of my complaint or by law.
Signature: Date: / /
Where to lodge this form:ACIPC Operations Managere: opsmanager@acipc.org.au | m: 0407 899 250

Office Use OnlyDate Received: / / Receipt Provided☐ File Number:Name Signature
[Acknowledgement to University of Western Australia | www.uwa.edu.au/university/complaints]


